1. Here are three circles with dots in them.
   How many dots are in the first circle? _____
   How many dots are in the second circle? _____
   How many dots are in the third circle? _____

2. How many more dots are in the third circle than in the first? _____

3. How many more dots are in the second circle than in the first? _____

4. How many more dots are in the third circle than in the second? _____

5. Draw one dot in the circle. and are how many dots? _____
   Draw two dots in the circle.
   + = _____
   + = _____

6. Draw two dots in the circle. and are how many dots? _____
   Draw one dot in the circle.
   + = _____
   + = _____

7. Draw three dots in the circle.
1. Here are four triangles \( \triangle \) with dots in them.
   - How many dots are in the first triangle? _____
   - How many dots are in the second triangle? _____
   - How many dots are in the third triangle? _____
   - How many dots are in the fourth triangle? _____

2. How many more dots are in the second triangle than in the first? _____

3. How many more dots are in the fourth triangle than in the second? _____

4. How many more dots are in the third triangle than in the second? _____

5. Draw one dot in the triangle. \( \triangle \) and \( \bullet \) are how many dots?
   Draw three dots in the triangle. \( \triangle \)
   \( \bullet + \bullet \bullet \bullet = _____ \)
   \( 1 + 3 = _____ \)

6. Draw two dots in the triangle. \( \triangle \) \( \bullet \) and \( \bullet \bullet \) are how many dots?
   Draw two dots in the triangle.
   \( \bullet \bullet + \bullet \bullet = _____ \)
   \( 2 + 2 = _____ \)

7. Draw four dots in the triangle. \( \triangle \)
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1. Here are three circles with dots in them.
   How many dots are in the first circle? ___________
   How many dots are in the second circle? ___________
   How many dots are in the third circle? ___________

2. How many more dots are in the third circle than in the first? ___________

3. How many more dots are in the second circle than in the first? ___________

4. How many more dots are in the third circle than in the second? ___________

5. Draw one dot in the circle. ____________________________

6. Draw two dots in the circle. ____________________________

7. Draw three dots in the circle. ____________________________
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1. Here are four triangles with dots in them.
   How many dots are in the first triangle? ___________
   How many dots are in the second triangle? ___________
   How many dots are in the third triangle? ___________
   How many dots are in the fourth triangle? ___________

2. How many more dots are in the second triangle than in the first? ___________

3. How many more dots are in the third triangle than in the first? ___________

4. How many more dots are in the fourth triangle than in the second? ___________

5. Draw one dot in the triangle. ____________________________

6. Draw two dots in the triangle. ____________________________

7. Draw three dots in the triangle. ____________________________
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